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It follows the same pattern... Blame the Victim. Blame the Nazis for Nazism (natural defense against Judaism and the march to self-preservation and existence), blame the Whites for the problems of the whole planet (oy Vey the Whites are who are fucking up reality and not the Rabbinical families of Rockfellers, Rothchilds, and their Israel cousins), blame the people of sinning instead of the supposed "creator" for "creating" sin (it’s your fault if you sin etc.). The list goes. Anyone should be guilty but the jewish aggressors and their lackeys:

Jewish Rabbi blames Children for Pedophilia:  
http://web.archive.org/web/20150527070348/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeJaNBFNBb0

Immigrant blames Raped Woman for the Rape:  
http://web.archive.org/web/20160331034456/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pcNtWpGB1c

Because if you are raped, it’s always your fault. Because according to the jews even if you are 5 years old, or White, or both, it’s YOUR fault. Because you exist anyway so it’s the greatest fault.
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